
I am chopping wood with my son in the forest and hear my uncle calling. We then cross his house and see that he has a very big chainsaw. He is actually cleaning the oily wood dust away from it and I expect he has cut down some big trees but he has mostly cut some very small ones.

I am outside a pub watching the concert of a famous black singer. I actually want to go home but my sneakers are still inside. I then slide in and seat on the ground to put them on but realize that there is a girl looking at me. An American soldier gets on top of her but she pushes him away.

I am watching a movie and see two soldiers shooting at a military tank. They are actually inside a bigger boat and I see it crashing against a car with two inspectors coming to help them. The car has some special wheels to float on the water and on the boat there are other similar cars.

I am in a shop talking to the owner about going out with another man. They both helped me renovating my apartment and I willing to invite them for dinner. It is getting late but the man looks at his phone and says that his wife is also cooking for them. He also wants to keep the shop open.

I am with my stepfather's sister in a square of an old Italian city. We are actually standing in the middle and she tells me about two kids she has adopted. I see the boy but not the girl and notice that there are some goats in the corner. I go check and find that the girl is throwing rocks at them.

I am with a young girl entering the mall and realize that she is my girlfriend. She is quite beautiful and I feel ashamed of my clothes and also of my age. We reach a shop and the girl tells me to wait outside. She gets out with the new dress but doesn't want to talk to me and just leave.

I am in a restaurant telling the waiter and the owner about what happen with my son. It is actually a lie and the owner leaves but the waiter keeps listening to me while I describe how my son was climbing and started falling on the snow. He actually ended up on a deep hole but got out safely.

I am in a Brazilian farm and check between the coffee plantation if there is space to grow beans. I actually want to steal some coffee leaves to feed my family but the wife of the owner comes out very angry and gets me out through her house. I then take some blackcurrant growing in her garden.

I am biking through a village and reach the countryside. I actually see the house of my girlfriend's uncle and bike there. She is actually inside with some Italian friends and they ask me about their son. I then realize that we had to take care of him but luckily my son answers that they had fun.

I am in the Syrian countryside helping a farmer when he tells me to go immediately inside his small house. A drone is coming to shoot us and I also hear it. His family is packed by the door and I lay on the floor but the drone flies over us but it doesn't shoot. It continues to the nearby city.

I am watching a movie about a man calling the cops to hear if they have their small son. They actually have a boy and the man asks if he is dressing blue and doesn't have any teeth. The cops answer that he is dressing green and has teeth but I can see from the image that it is a lie.

I am driving on a highway and have to pick up a refugee. As I pass under a bridge I see that there is a spy behind a column. He is actually waiting with his mobile to report me but luckily the refugee is further down the highway. I finally find him and he gets in the car without being caught.

I am in a waiting room with other people when a black man starts singing a traditional Masai song. Everyone leaves afraid of him but I actually take my small daughter closer to see what he is doing. He gets quite wild and take my daughter on his arms to perform the rest of the ritual.

I am in a small restaurant and seat with some Japanese artists. Two of them are females and decide to go get some ice-cream for us. I actually don't want it but they go in the nearby supermarket. As I think that I would have preferred a Japanese green tea dessert we meet other Japaneses.

I am in my spiritual friend's apartment sleeping and hear him watching TV. I then also go to the kitchen and start colouring an illustration. I have a very nice yellow colour I use for a small character but then use a different one to colour the background. My friend comes and doesn't like it. 

I am in a gallery with my American curator and wait for him to advise a South American artists. I wish I would also get advises from him but he is not interested and I start singing opera. It is very good but he is not impressed. I then reach my son in the basement climbing down the fence. 

I am watching a movie about a woman holding a huge bazooka against a soldier. The latter doesn't let her pass and she shoots an air wave that removes his foot. The soldier still doesn't let her pass and this time the woman shoots such a wave that the soldier gets killed and his body burnt.

I am biking down a mountain behind a German couple. We reach a dirt road going straight through the mountain and I try to follow them but there are big rocks. Two cars are actually coming our way and I wonder how we can avoid an accident. I actually see an opening and hurry to reach it.

I am in a laboratory talking to a Korean guy about all the technical universities I have attended. A 3D printing machine arrives and I realize that he is the owner of a big mobile industry. I then ask him if I can please stay in his laboratory to learn how to use the new 3D printer and he agrees.   

I am in my mountain village and ask one of my neighbours' son where to buy a mowing machine. He then tells me of a shop that is open on Monday and I tell my girlfriend to come. We first need to feed the cats and walk out with food but there is a big rat in front of me. I try to scare it away. 

I am in the back of my barn looking at the water falling from the roof. I then show my old neighbour how we can collect it in basins and let it fall into other basins below. He is actually a carpenter and could build them himself but he only agree on the plan as if he never saw such thing before.

I am walking with my girlfriend and son down a hill and reach a big house. It is an old place but they have opened a restaurant inside. There are a lot of tables in the terrace but no costumers. On the way out we only see the Romanian waiters eating some homemade pasta together.

I am in my mountain valley and meet the local hunter. I tell him that I am also going to hunt for birds with a friend and that he told me to wait for him so late. I actually see him coming down with a big woman on his side. He is holding birds with his hands and I realize he has already hunted. 

I am in a dormitory and try to find a bed where to sleep. There is a cute girl sleeping next to the entrance but I try to find a bed further down. I reach the opposite side of the room and realize that there is also a door there but it is locked. I then choose a bed although it is closed to an ugly girl.

I am in the terrace of a French bar and wait the person next to me to order. He actually orders a German bread and I also get ready to order one with cheese but the waiter skips me. She starts taking other orders but I get angry and quickly tell her what I want before going to the bathroom.

I am in a hostel and wake up in the middle of the night that the lights are on. The girl below me has a Southern American guy on her bed showing his huge dick. I then hasten to put my shoes on and leave but she kisses me and I can feel her very small tits and small but hard nipples.

I am in a church and see that a woman is coming with a bucket filled of bread pieces. Each of us have to take one with a small fork but the situation gets very chaotic as the woman only keeps on one side of the benches. I am actually on the opposite side and pretend to go around but leave.

I am in a basement with some guys. I actually made a deal with one of them and he brought me a phone as a present. I then look through the bag he gave me and see a lot of small equipment. There is only an old phone inside and I open it to find that a newer phone is placed inside it.

I am in my former parents-in-law's country house and got to be interviewed for a radio program. I then try to talk to the interviewer on the phone but the TV is on. I move to a bedroom but the windows are open and there is wind blowing inside. I close them and just talk about my project.

I am in the garden of the villa of my girlfriend's brother and he wants to go for a bike ride together. He then shows me the bike I can use but it is without a paddle. I put one on and start cutting some plastic strips but realize that they are holding up the back wheel and don't know how to fix it.

I am running down the road of my mountain village and realize that there is snow even though it is summer. I then keep running and find that there are a lot of trees on the ground blocking the road. I start jumping one and than another going much faster instead of being careful not to fall.

I am on a boat talking to the captain about a famous woman who is also traveling with us. She was married to a rich white guy but then fell in love with a black sailor. He shows me a picture of them in a car before their divorce and I realize that she is holding her son. He is black and quite big.

I am visiting my best friend in his apartment and realize we forgot my daughter's pacifier. I don't want to ask to borrow one from his son and just say that we just bought some extra large ones but forgot them home. As we reach their small kitchen I realize that they also have one on the table.

I am in a garage looking for an actor to play the role of a baseball teacher in a movie. There is a long queue of young boys wanting to try but no one is able to throw the ball. One boy actually can and I teach him how to throw it straight. I want him as my actor but he is not interested and leaves.

I am in a church when the priest calls me next to a grave of a saint. He wants me to look under the relic for a written contract. It is filled with water and I try to search with my hand but the relic fall. The priest then does it himself and tells us that he doesn't care whether people remarry.  

I am on a metro with my girlfriend and ask her about my ticket. I have stamped it and there are now two holes. I actually need to show it to the conductor but my girlfriend takes it. She then shows me how I cannot use it anymore and folds it making it invalid. Luckily the conductor goes out.

I am getting in a train and see that my mountain neighbour's son is also inside. He is looking for a seat and walks down the train. I follow him and see that he has reserved a seat but it is packed with people all around him and I keep walking. I soon reach the end of the train and turn back.

I am walking in a city at night and reach a hill with a staircase going down. As I seat I get a phone call and try to ask who is calling. The person on the phone only talks when I talk but I can hear her mention my name and that of my twin sister. I then understand she is my dead grandmother.

I am in a clinic with three female dentists looking at my tooth. I have already got it fixed but now the older dentist doesn't have time and decides to remove it. She then asks the younger dentist to get a glass cylinder out. The latter does so and position it on my tooth but she can't pull it out.

I am in a Chinese shop and have to urgently contact my mother to get a diploma I need for an application. The deadline is approaching and I use the fax machine of the Chinese owner to get in contact with her. I hear she picks up the phone but at last decides not to scan my diploma.

I am driving a tractor with an old man when some young guys on top of a hill start throwing us stones. It is very dangerous and we manage to reach a barn safely. Inside I use a hammer to fix a closet and the guys starts throwing us stones again. They only reach the bottom of the closet.

I am walking through a park with an homeless. We are actually looking for a place where to spend the night but it is too crowded and I try to scare a group of young people by removing their hats. It doesn't work and we only find a wet spot in the shadow where to lay our blankets and sleep.

I am in a small kitchen with my girlfriend and my woodman. The latter actually is available to help me cut more of the forest in front of my cathedral. He tells my girlfriend that this time they can even call a machine to do the work but then the trees will be left without resin and will turn yellow.

I am entering a restaurant with my friends and see my face reflected on the window. I look very handsome and see that there is a beautiful Danish girl inside. As we seat on a table in front of her I start singing a love song. She is actually seating behind me and I cannot see her reaction.

I am walking on a path in a forest and stop at an opening. There is also a couple talking with two guys about the intersection that leads to that place. They find it too small but one of the guys says that they have three empty beds in their holiday house there. The couple also have empty beds.

I am visiting my mountain neighbour in her house and realize that she is in the kitchen crying. Her husband just died and I see that her daughters left her a small book. I go through it and feel tempted to also write my condolences there but realize that even their daughters have recycled it.

I am on a path in the forest but find it quite boring and decide to go back. I then realize that it could have continued all the way to a Norwegian mountain. My guide shows also a way to climb it but there are way too many options in different colours and I wouldn't know which one to pick.

I am walking on an old railroad and find that it suddenly collapsed. There is a man on a tractor below moving earth against it and I slide down the steep slope. He is actually the owner of a forest nearby mine and he tells me how is trying to build a road that connects it to another of his forests.

I am on a sport car with a man and his son. They have to drive me home but keep going very fast on a mountain road. I then say that I could show them where I am building my cathedral but they don't like the idea. The man keep driving very fast and we reach a very busy restaurant.

I am watching a movie about a slave who has to communicate with a princes. He has her baby in his arms and they seat on the opposite side of a square waiting for a performance to begin. The slave has to roll towards her a small rock but the princes realizes that the queen can catch them.

I am walking through the mountains and it is cold although it is still autumn. The grass is frozen below me and I can feel the cold wind in my neck. I actually have a scarf hanging on my jacket and I use it to cover my neck even though it is frozen. I realize my ancestors had to also walk there.

I am in city at night with my family. There was a flood in our town and I go around with a thermos asking where I can cook the spaghetti I have inside it. The policeman tells me to go to a kitchen they set up after the public bathroom. I do so but come to a dead end and we have to walk back.

I am in an Italian old city and start placing water bottles of different sizes in front of a shop. The blinders are down but another shop opens on the opposite side and the owner does not greet me. I then realize that he is the father of the owner of the shop where I am leaving the bottles.

I am in my apartment and realize that the renovation company has left a mess. I don't care and look at the kids of my neighbours competing to run faster up the staircase. Two small ones are quite fast but as they almost reach the top they turn back down. I then encourage them to try again.

I am in the bedroom of our Dutch house and realize that my old Russian friend is laying there. I then tell him how I knew he was also living in a Dutch city but I could not find his address anywhere. My son really likes him and I realize that he is no longer bold but has quite some hairs.

I am at a festival watching a new female singer. She starts a song but suddenly stops and plugs a memory stick in a monitor. She then flies a drone to the houses of the people on stage and also starts flying underground. I then tell her she might use the signal there but she is keeps flying.

I am with my girlfriend and her father eating a snake. It has been cooked and I can see on a x-ray that they have not pealed the skin perfectly. I am chewing a part with some skin and soon get to eat the top. I joke that the snake is still alive and I get unsure whether I should eat the head.  

I am watching a documentary about some special seals living in the desert. They actually dig holes on the ground and just wait for skinny buffaloes to come grazing there. The documentary shows the arm of a seal grabbing a small buffalo by the legs. It does not let it go until it dies.

I am at a clinic with my girlfriend and our daughter. We are actually seating with a doctor and tell her that we all want get vaccinated against lime disease. The doctor says it is unnecessary as there are no ticks in the area but I tell her that my other kid always got tics walking in the fields.

I am in an apartment seating at a table across an old friend. He is actually saying that he will be going to the Dutch capital soon and I tell him that he should come to visit me. He doesn't want to and I get very angry jumping on the table and jellying at him that I once lost my job to host him.

I am on a boat in front of another boat searching for shrimps. The sea is very agitated and I understand that we are actually on top of a whale. It is not so big and we are able to fish it. I then cut the belly in half and realize that there is my girlfriend inside among many green balls.

I am in a train station and walk passed the pope to be left alone at the edge of a platform. He actually comes to talk to me and I realize he is a woman. She wants me to take her for an excursion and I suggest an island at the end of a river. I can actually show it to her next to a modern building.

I am walking in a city suburb with some people and show them a small path to the city center. We walk on it but reach some gates and a woman tells me that they are closed. We then have to go back and one person tells me that they wanted to only reach the waterfalls outside of the city.

I am in a desert waiting for a bus to be repaired. I actually think I could start walking down the road and tell my girlfriend that they can pick me up when the bus is repaired. She then gives me our daughter to bring along and two other parents join me with their kids under the heat of the sun.

I am in the center of a big city and see that my son is working in a market stand. We is dressing up like a gangster and I run towards him pretending that I am angry. I have no reason to be but anyway try to catch him. The start is actually a square and my son can avoid me running around it.

I am with my girlfriend in our bedroom checking the diploma I got from the Italian authorities. It shows how I can start building my cathedral and my girlfriend finds a second page. There are a lot of details there on how to build it and there is even the signature of the major and his contact.

I am in a village in my native highland seating on a bench with a gay guy. I then get the idea of buying a sandwich with salami and walk with him to a shop. We actually stop in another shop where another gay guy works. I want to let the two meet but my friend pretends to be straight.

I am in an underground garage and find an American motorcycle. I then drive it outside and meet my Polish friend and his girlfriend. There is another guy coming with an old scooter and I propose that my friend can seat behind me while his girlfriend can seat behind the guy with the scooter.

I am in  the headquarter of an important company and the director talks about a researcher who just won the competition to become the head of their laboratory. We then go to meet him and I realize it is a very old woman. We seat down with her and the director tells her to design a bus stop.

I am in a creek removing the snow with two other guys. I actually go on the other side to see how the youngest is doing and realize that the sun is melting the snow for us. As he lays down on a rock I realize that there is an opening underneath it and want to check it but there is a couple inside.

I am in a classroom and think of writing an essay. We have to write it about a fruit and I ask a classmate which one he picked. He then tells me that we actually need to choose them according to the date. I then try to call another classmate to ask him about tit but the connection is bad.

I am seating in a small living room with many young kids. I actually have a tomato to offer them and make several slices. They all want one and I still have a few left. I then eat one myself but realize that most of the kids also want a second slice and I don't have enough for each of them.

I am at a meeting with Europe far right leaders. A girl gets to introduce herself and I realize that she is born in the capital of my province. I see that the Hungarian leader is pleased by her answer. I then say that I am also born there but lived abroad most of my life and can see he gets angry.

I am checking out a shop in the city walls of my parents' city. I heard that there are blond people running it and the cakes they bake are the same colour of their hair. I finally find the shop but see that the cakes are actually orange and realize that they have been exposed to the sun light.

I am in a gym and decide to train my chest pulling cables at a machine. I then try to adjust the weight on each side of it but cannot read the amount. The weights are actually different and too heavy to pull. I then see that the trainer is using a similar machine and wait for him to finish.

I am in a kitchen talking to my dead grandfather about the time I was little and lived in a Canadian city with an uncle. He then tells me about the time we went to see a baseball game but I have little memory of it. I don't even remember the uncle and he tells me the town where he was born.

I am with my girlfriend at night and decide to cook fries but we don't have any oil. I then walk out along a park to reach a supermarket and cross a Spanish professor with his black dog. He also follows me to the supermarket and wait for me at the cashier where he wants to pay for my grocery.

I am walking in the mountains and realize how wild it is all around me. I then start filming and see another guy doing the same. We start walking together but reach a military area with a big antenna. We walk in and ask the guard there to take us across but he needs to get ready.

I am walking in a village with two locals and see that an old man is about to shoot is wife. We then follow him pretending to be camels walking inside a very muddy stream. The wife is approaching from the other side and we get ready to intervene but they decide to make it up and they hug.

I am in an office talking to an architect about the installation I want to build in the mountains. She then keeps the 3D model of my cathedral open on her computer but I can't understand if she likes it or not. I then realize that my old architect is also there and tries to print my model.

I am in an old stable talking to a technician. We look out at the landscape and he tells me how his father once took him to the highland where I was born to get rid of their land. He just gave it away for free because it was growing wild. I then ask him about the tree he has as his profile picture.

I am in a classroom ready to give a lecture but have to wait for the professor. She doesn't show up and I ask an American student to give me a compilation of articles. She tries to destroy it but I manage to rescue it and go in an office to make some copies when the professor finally arrives.

I am watching the Italian far right leader on TV entering a building with a gold plate on his chest. A lot of journalists surround him but he manages to reach his wife. She is actually holding their baby and the journalists admire him but his face is old and full with winkles. His sister is prettier.

I am with my son in a car at night and he parks on a road. He is supposed to sleep there to go to school the next day but I tell him to park in a better spot. He then starts driving really fast through the city and hits some crates. I then go out to put them on the side of the road to keep driving.

I am in a school and see an important architect talking to a student inside an office. I am actually standing in a corridor that is public and see that the whole building is surrounded by a bronze layer. There is also a chair covered with the same material but I have to remove it to seat.  

I am at a fair and walk all the way through it. I finally reach a cafe and decide to just wait there for my Polish friend and his girlfriend. The latter is already there and tells me of an exhibition I can visited. As I decide not to go because of the entrance fee my Polish friend comes back from it.

I am in a room breaking the walls and find that there is another room behind it. I then tell the cleaning lady but she is upset because I have beaten my mother. As I return to the room I realize that I have been digging above different cubes made of marble plates that I cannot remove.

I am in a field observing some workers setting up a shed with high timbers. One of them needs to paint a timber and sets up a very high ladder. He still cannot reach the top and positions a one wheel bike on top of the ladder. It is very dangerous and I look for a chair and find a metal one.

I am watching TV with my girlfriend and she shows me the trailer of a movie made at her art academy. I want to watch it but she tells me that it is a fantasy movie and I wouldn't like it. She then select a cartoon made at her academy. The protagonist changes his beard colour every episode.

I am in a house with a woman who gives me her son. She then tells me to clean between his toes and I seat on the sofa to do it. She actually tells the boy to call me his father and I ask the woman if she is seeing anyone. She is seeing her ex husband and still wants to make love with him.

I am in an island and need to send an important package to a doctor living in another island. I then go through a military station and pass a road block. I then think it should be easy now to deliver the package but realize that there are many different stands from which to do it.

I am in the kitchen of our Dutch house listening to two old men debating about politics. One of them is about to leave with his wife and I follow them to the door. I actually want to take a photo of them and they agree but I cannot get the man's face focused even when I move him to the light.

I am on a street and get stopped by my Venetian neighbour. He tells me that the city water has been poisoned and I tell him that it must have happened at the spring. He then thinks I did it and I have to hide in an office but he follows me. I manage to lock the door but he anyway gets in.

I am in a neighborhood and notice a small dentist practice at a corner. A man gets in and a woman check his mouth. She sees a big cavity and decides to use a filler that does not last a long time but it is easier to put. She then starts drilling the hols without anesthesia but the man handles it.

I am in a small apartment where my best friend and his wife live. They actually have a small baby and I see how much he likes to be with his mom. I then tell my friend that his wife should stop working and be home with the baby. She hears me and says that she is no longer against the idea.

I am with my parents and their friends reaching a cottage in a glacier. We actually need to spend the night there and I go to bed with an old girlfriend. It is morning already and we want to eat breakfast. I then fin some special pears that only grow in the glacier but they get rotten inside.

I am in a lobby showing my Polish friend a documentary on how the cops get rid of original individuals. One of them is an old man living in a creek and the cops fish him from an helicopter. My friend finds the documentary very interesting but his girlfriend wants to go to the movie theater.

I am in the kitchen of our Dutch house making gnocchi. I actually mix only one potato in the flour and it turns out to be very little. I then ask my girlfriend for another potato and tell my son to look after the sauce. He puts flour on it and I realize that the whole floor gets dirty.

I am in a living room vacuum cleaning before my parents come home. They actually arrive earlier than I expected and my mother immediately checks if I have cleaned the house properly. She finds that the sink is still dirty and tell her that I want to clean it but she gets mad and starts yelling.

I am in a classroom with my old friends. They are already seated and my best friend invites me to seat next to him. I then steal a chair that is still empty and put it between him another guy. I feel happy I am in the back but realize that there is no one smart next to me to copy my exams.


